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Research – C Morrison & J Secker
• Chris Morrison, Jane Secker, (2017) "Understanding librarians’ experiences of
copyright: Findings from a phenomenographic study of UK information
professionals", Library Management, Vol. 38(6/7), pp.354-368,
https://doi.org/10.1108/LM-01-2017-0011 https://doi.org/10.1108/LM-01-20170011
• Chris Morrison, Jane Secker, (2017) “Understanding librarians’ experiences of
copyright: developing capabilities through communities of practice”, CILIP Copyright
Conference 2017, London, 7 April,
https://www.cilip.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/document/2017/jane_secker_and
_chris_morrison_0.pdf
• Chris Morrison, Jane Secker, (2017) “Copyright Literacy: Findings from a
phenomenographic study”, Librarians’ Information Literacy Annual Conference
(LILAC), Swansea University, 12-14 April,
https://www.slideshare.net/infolit_group/understanding-librarians-experiences-ofcopyright-capabilities-communities-and-critical-literacy-chris-morrison-jane-secker

1 – Copyright seen as a Problem

2 – Complicated and Shifting
• Legalistic & complex
• Continually being updated
• Multi-layered
• Requires a specialist advisor
“For non-copyright queries the answer is yes or no, or a series of
instructions. For copyright queries the actual answer is maybe,
maybe – and that is why it is different…” (Chris Morrison, Jane
Secker, (2017))

3 – Known; coherent messages
• Copyright rules
• To be communicated
• Compliance
• Risk management

“…to see copyright from both the rights holder perspective and the
person wanting to use content…” (Chris Morrison, Jane Secker,
(2017))

4 – Opportunity…Collaboration

• Expertise
• Empowering
• Collaborating
• Developing
• Future

Variation of respondents
• Level of knowledge
• Grade
• Understanding of role
• Ideology around copyright
• Audience
• Context

Building capacity and opportunity

(Chris Morrison,
Jane Secker,
(2017))

A problem shared is a problem halved
• Expanding digital
environment
• Library Copyright
Advisory Team
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Technology Enhanced Learning
What is Technology Enhanced Learning?
Use of technology in academic institutions to enhance
student’s learning experience. Nowadays it generally means
E-Learning, but really it is learning with technology, not just
through technology.
“TEL can be used to improve access to learning, enhance the
effectiveness of teaching and to improve the teaching and learning
experience.” (https://www.ucc.ie/en/teachlearn/tel/) accessed 27/09/2017

How does it Translate to 21st century HE
landscape?
• Proliferation of ICT, MOOCs and Online Distance Learning.
• Use of a VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) in teaching
• Blended learning
• Reading lists
• Different formats of reproduction – scanning, images, maps,
digitised and born digital material – within teaching material.

Why do we need to know about Copyright
Law?
Teaching and Learning can be described as building on existing knowledge or as Newton famously

said:
“…If I have seen a little further it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants.“ (Newton, Isaac. "Letter from Sir Isaac Newton
to Robert Hooke". Historical Society of Pennsylvania.)

It is only fair that we acknowledge their contribution – it is their moral right.
Copyright Law overarches both moral right and economic right for the creator. Fair Dealing
exceptions apply.
• Research or Private study
• Criticism or review – requires “sufficient acknowledgement”
• Incidental inclusion of copyright material
• Education

It is applicable to knowledge created in various formats – including digital and born digital that
we use for TEL in the 21st century.

VLE & Copyright
• In a virtual learning environment (Blackboard, Moodle), we
use both digitised print content, published or unpublished,
and born digital content for online delivery.
• Putting up digitised content on the VLE is regulated by the
ICLA licence.
• Facts do not fall under Copyright, e.g. it is OK to mention exhurricane Ophelia in the context of an environmental science
lecture. However, adding photographs or a linked video from
a third party re same will require prior permission and/or
acknowledgement.
• Student created content??

Own Teaching Material
• Generally teaching material created during/for work is the property of the employer.

Requires no permission.
• IPR issue regarding collaborative content – inter-departmental, learning technology
units, assistive technology etc. Property of the employer may cover it all. What about

students?
• Images/photographs/tables taken/created by the lecturer (outside working
hours/outside the place of employment) for a different purpose and used later in the

course of a lecture is his/her own property. However, be mindful of others copying and
using it. A Creative Commons licence would be very helpful for users.
• Using third party images or excerpts from a website on a powerpoint slide. If used

during lecture session, it is Fair Dealing. But putting it up on the VLE afterwards may
require further clarification from the ICLA.

Content from Websites
Using web-based technologies
• Whether using TEL or not, Copyright applies to any digital content one may use in the
course of creating a lecture, unless specified otherwise.
• “Free” content on the web may be “free” to view, not “free” to download/use. Check
carefully under Terms & Condition. Cite the URL and when it was accessed.
• Even if one uses “free” info, it is good practice to acknowledge the source.
• Also it is better to provide the links rather than the content of the website. Most VLEs
would have a built-in link-checker functionality.

Incidental Inclusion
(Slide taken from Darius Whelan’s PPT presentation: Copyright Law: Byte Size session, Darius Whelan,
Aug. 2017)

Social Media/Media Sharing
• Use of social media in lectures – original tweet is protected under the
Irish, UK & European law, but not under the US law. Amended

versions may be covered under Fair Use.
• Blogs (original) are also copyright protected.
• Facebook – sharing your own content/images. However, copyright
issue is opaque and is hard to police. No official guideline yet on the

use of social media.
• Dropbox, Apple iCloud, Google Drive etc.

Newspapers
Intranet/VLE:
• One can use newspaper clippings to illustrate (with proper
attribution), as university staff are covered by the NLI (Newspaper
Licensing Ireland) licence.
• Because the IUA currently holds the archive and the NLI licence,
content/clips can be stored beyond 30 days.

Website:
• The right to post newspaper content/host clips on the institution’s
website is outside the ICLA HE and NLI licences. The right must be
obtained directly from the NLI for individual newspaper.

Reading List/e-Reserves
• 3(d) of 2017 ICLA licence for HE forbids “posting of Licensed Material on the World
Wide Web… or in open resources (such as, but not limited to, electronic reserves…)”

• Hence can deduce that if placed within a VLE that requires password access, Reading
List/eReserves will be OK. Challenges: If an article/chapter is not OA and is sourced
through British Library, is it OK to put it up as is on our VLE? A CLA licence in the UK

makes it possible for libraries to re-use an e-version sourced through the BL. Not
possible in Ireland
• Question: how much can be copied? ICLA licence 3(b) suggests 10% or an article from

a journal. But 3(a) suggests licensing agreements takes precedence. This can be
confusing, as s.2(10) of CRRA 2000 suggests that Copyright Law takes precedence over
any licensing terms with resource providers – see also s.327(2), 330(1).

Digital Rights Management & Copyright
• Unless specifically stated in the provider’s licence agreement, it can prove difficult to re-use the
e-content for educational purposes, if the provider uses DRM technology to limit access.
• For example: My iLibrary by ProQuest uses DRM technology to restrict the downloading of
pages from a chapter. So, if the licence agreement says that only links are allowed in a VLE and
not the content, then we have to agree to that. Educational exceptions do not apply. See ICLA

licence 3(a).
• Why not check out these sites for e-books?
Europeana: https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en;

Project Gutenberg: https://www.gutenberg.org/;
Digital Public Library of America: https://dp.la/ as well as Google books.

Remember…
• Copyright is here to stay
• Google can copy books, because of a court decision. Doesn’t mean we
can. Still have to abide by copyright law.
• Creative Commons is a form of licence, albeit with more flexibility as
the author/creator decides the level of permission to be granted.
Copyright still exists.
• Just because it’s on the web, does NOT mean it is free. Check the T&C
at the bottom of the page.
• Doctrine of Fair Use only in the US. Here we can use a copyright work
for criticism, review or educational research under Fair Dealing. Very
Restrictive.
• Incidental inclusion of copyright material in your presentation is not an
infringement.
• Giving credit is good. But if you use an infringed copy of a work to
begin with, it will still be an infringement. Secondary Infringement of
copyright.
(Taken from Eoin O’Dell’s YouTube video. (https://youtu.be/jUNpjk3WvvE) accessed 04/10/2017) 

Licensing of E-Resources
– A Snapshot
(Not as much fun as you might think)

Ronán Kennedy | E-Resources Librarian | NUI Galway

Authorised Users

Authorised Users

Policing Use – obligations of the customers

Policing Use – obligations of the customers

Policing Use – obligations of the customers

Text & Data Mining
• “No part of the Licensed Materials may be hyperlinked,
indexed or otherwise utilized by automated software means,
including: robots, spiders, crawlers, data mining tools, or any
other software that aggregates access to, or the content of,
the Licensed Materials.”
• IReL Model License does not mention data mining in any
way.

http://tinyurl.com/yda3xyjy

Text & Data Mining
• “We wish for an open scholarly knowledge exchange system
that:
… ensures that the author and/or institution retains copyright,
allows unrestricted reading, use and re-use of information
with open licences and rights to mine content and data;”
(pg.1)
• “Institutions need to increase their capacity in the areas of
research data management and Text and Data Mining (TDM)
practices, including, in particular, articles and e-books.”
(pg.4)

Text & Data Mining

• ‘Reasonable efforts’ still needs some effort
• Lack of awareness isn’t an escape route – for our users or us!

Coming Down the Tracks
- European Directive on Copyright in the
Digital Single Market
- General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
MARGARET FLOOD (TCD) & SIOBHAN
FITZPATRICK (RIA), CONUL RASC

Coming Down the Tracks: Proposed European
Directive on Copyright in the Digital Market
Margaret Flood (TCD), RASC

Background
European Directive on Copyright 2001
• On the cusp of the transition from print to digital
• Provisions rooted in print environment
• Transposition of copyright exceptions on usage optional for
Member States

Draft European Directive on Copyright in the
Digital Market
• Part of a wider strategy to establish Digital Single Market to
break down regional barriers to e-commerce
• Draft published by the European Commission in September
2016
• The Directive seeks to rebalance the relationship between
the content creator/owner and those who use/exploit the
content
Copyright and Intellectual Property Rights are one of the most
lobbied areas of legislation

Key Provisions of the Draft Directive
Introduction of New Exceptions & Limitations
• Text and data mining (Article 3)
• Digital & cross-border teaching (Article 4)
• Preservation of cultural heritage (Article 5)

Member States are obliged to transpose these Exceptions into
national law

Key Provisions of the Draft Directive
Continued ..
• Out-of Commerce works (Article 7)
• Audiovisual works on Video-on-Demand platforms (Article 10)
• Publisher ancillary or neighbouring right (Article 11)
• Fair compensation – publishers (Article 12)
• Content monitoring (Article 13)
• Fair remuneration in contracts of authors & performers (Article
14)
• Contract adjustment mechanism –bestseller clause (Article 15)

Education, Cultural Institutions and Libraries
Text Data Mining Exception (Article 3)
• Welcome development but some concerns
• Provision limited to Text Data Mining tools and techniques, which may be
too narrow for effective future proofing
• The TDM exception is restricted to research organisations which inhibits
potential collaboration outside academia
• Recognises that use of Technical Protection Measures by Rights Holders
has potential to frustrate use of this Exception, but does not offer clearly
defined route of legal recourse in case of dispute

Education, Cultural Institutions and Libraries
Digital and Cross Border Teaching (Article 4)
• Article 4 aims at increasing the legal certainty in the digital use of copyrightprotected content in the field of education and, in particular, facilitating cross-border
teaching activities
• Scope includes computer programs and databases
• Mandatory implementation across all Member States, but may be weakened by
option of adoption of licensing scheme instead
• Questions as to whether Article 4 reflects rapidly evolving teaching & learning
approaches
• Narrow focus but does not define “educational institutions” or who is covered by term
“students and teaching staff”
• Use of protected content limited to educational premises or secure intranet
• Does not apply to the Open Internet e.g. MOOCs
• Option of Fair Compensation to Rights Holders not sufficiently clear

Education, Cultural Institutions and Libraries
Preservation of Cultural Heritage (Article 5)
• The Exception is an important step towards
1.
2.
3.

creating a certain legal framework that facilitates the preservation of works
and other subject-matter which are protected by copyright or related rights
enhancing interoperability and standards
fostering research and innovation

But
• The provision is restricted to permanent objects in the collection
• Uncertainty around Cultural Heritage Institutions’ mandate to outsource
activities to 3rd parties
• Wording creates legal uncertainty with regard to online materials & permanent
loans

Education, Cultural Institutions and Libraries
Out-of Commerce Works (Article 7)
It is a stated EU objective to open up European cultural heritage to
the public

• Article 7 addresses issue of Cultural Heritage Institutions digitising significant
collections that are out-of-commerce, but still protected by copyright
• Permitted uses of out-of-commerce works includes digitisation, distribution,
communication to the public and making available
• Licensing rather than an Exception
• Reliant on Collecting Societies to engage with licensing process
• Administrative burden on Cultural Institutions is onerous

Timeline to Legislation

Draft EU Directive,
European
Commission
September 2016

Period of Debate
& Amendment –
European
Parliamentary
Committees

Final Debate
& Ballot of
Committee of
Legal Affairs
(JURI),
November
2017

Vote of plenary
session of the
European
Parliament on the
proposals, before
end of 2017

Member States
have 12 months
following the
Directive coming
into force to
transpose into
national
legislation

Reference
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/proposaldirective-european-parliament-and-council-copyright-digital-singlemarket
Proposal for a DIRECTIVE OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL on copyright in the Digital Single Market
Brussels, 14.9.2016
COM(2016) 593final
2016/0280 (COD)

Coming Down the Tracks: General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

Siobhán Fitzpatrick (RIA), RASC

The train has left the station and is
zooming down the tracks!
• GDPR: destinations – all EU states incl. UK
• Arrival time: Friday, 25 May 2018
• Everyone can board this train – public bodies; educational
institutions; SMEs; all providers who deal with personal data.
• As with DP Acts, GDPR doesn’t apply in case of
individuals/families
GDPR is:
• Updated version of existing Data Protection Acts and attempt at
standardisation across jurisdictions.
• Greater emphases on individual rights and protections.

What’s new

• The old principles (8) have been condensed into 6 but range
is more extensive and obligations on part of data controllers
increased.
• Charges for provision of information to data subjects
eliminated.
• Serious or persistent breaches may incur significant fines.
• Records management policies need to be in place, particular
importance laid on up-front retention policies.

Principle 1:
1. Personal data (P.D.) shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a
transparent manner in relation to the data subject
Keywords: lawfulness, fairness, transparency
From the outset:
Name Controller
Describe purpose/s for collecting data with legitimizing reason for each
State persons or categories of persons to whom data may be disclosed
State whether replies to questions are obligatory and consequences of not
providing replies to questions
Provide details of representative named for the purposes of the Directive ─ usually
the DPO
Note existence of right of access to personal data; right to rectify inaccurate data or
unfairly processed data; right to request erasure, or to ‘be forgotten’.
Provide any other information required for fair processing of the data so as to
ensure that the data subject is made aware in a clear and transparent matter
before they sign up/consent as to how their data will be processed.

N.B. Consent must be explicit
• Consent should be ‘any freely given, specific, informed, and
unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by
which he or she, by a statement or by clear affirmative
action, signifies agreement to the processing of personal
data relating to him/her’.
• Signature or tick box ok. But, not a pre-ticked box!!
• Failure to give consent means you cannot use the person’s
data; consent may not be implied.

Principles 2,3:
2. P.D. shall be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes
and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those
purposes. Further processing for archival purposes in the public
interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes
shall, in accordance with Article 89 (1) *, not be considered to be
incompatible with the initial purposes. Keywords: purpose limitation.
3. PD shall be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in
relation to the purposes for which they are processed. Keywords: data
minimisation.

Principle 4:
• PD shall be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date,
every reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal
data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for
which they are processed are erased or rectified without
delay Keyword: accuracy.
• Avoid excessive data. Bear ‘minimisation’ in mind.
• 30 days to comply with requests for access to data, data
rectification, erasure.
• Regularly review.

Principle 5:
• PD shall be kept in a form which permits identification of data
subjects for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which
the personal data are processed; personal data may be stored for
longer periods insofar as the personal data will be processed solely
for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or historical
research purposes or statistical purposes in accordance with Art.
89(1) subject to implementation of the appropriate technical and
organisational measures required by this Regulation in order to
safeguard the rights and freedoms of the data subject Keyword:
storage limitation
• This is where up-front information re data retention policies and
reasons for retention kick in.
• Recommend regular purging of files; review of databases.

Principle 6:
• PD shall be processed in a manner that ensures appropriate
security of the personal data, incl. protection against
unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental
loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or
organisational measures Keywords: integrity, confidentiality.
• Building in data security at point of planning or setting up
databases/files/procedures/dataflows. Data Protection by
Design.
• Data audits and Data Protection Impact Assessments.

Archival derogations etc.
• *89 (1): Processing for archival purposes in the public interest,
scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes,
shall be subject to appropriate safeguards in accordance with
this Regulation, for the rights and freedoms of the data subject.
Those safeguards shall ensure that technical and organisational
measures are in place in particular in order to ensure respect for
the principle of data minimisation. Those measures may
include pseudonymisation provided that those purposes can be
fulfilled in that manner. Where those purposes can be fulfilled
by further processing which does not permit or no longer
permits the identification of data subjects, those purposes shall
be fulfilled in that manner.

Derogations …
89 (2): Where personal data are processed for scientific or historical
research purposes or statistical purposes, Union or Member State law
may provide for derogations from the rights referred to in Arts 15, 16,
18 and 21, subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to in par.
1 of this Art. in so far as such rights are likely to render impossible or
seriously impair the achievement of the specific purposes and such
derogations are necessary for the fulfilment of these purposes.
89(3): Where personal data are processed for archiving purposes in the
public interest, Union or Member State law may provide for
derogations from the rights referred to in Arts 15, 16, 18, 19, 20 and
21 subject to the conditions and safeguards referred to in par. 1 …
89 (4): Where processing referred to in pars. 2 and 3 serves at the same
time another purpose, the derogations shall apply only to processing
for the purposes referred to in those paragraphs.

Other key things …
• Controller responsible for, and must be able to demonstrate
compliance with all of the principles detailed above.
• Obligation to report breaches in less than 72 hours or
sooner; exceptions.
• Individual’s right to data portability ─ e.g. applications for
loans to one institution may be sent on request of data
subject to another institution for assessment. New
obligation on controllers.
• Security a key issue for all controllers and DPOs.
• Limitations on automated decision making and profiling.

New concepts:
• Data Protection by Design
• Data Protection Impact Assessments
• Data Protection Audits
GDPR applies to public and private sectors. It’s our data. Ensure it is
safeguarded and that we have consented to processing and apply
same principles to those whose data we hold.
Train has left the station … Have you purchased your ticket?
Will you arrive on time?
https://www.dataprotection.ie/docimages/documents/The%20GDPR
%20and%20You.pdf ODPC’s document for organisations.

The HE Library’s role in promotion and
communication on copyright
Marie Burke, University College Dublin
Yvonne Desmond, Dublin Institute of Technology (members of RASC)

Copyright in Libraries
• Electronic resources
• Images
Copyright Clearance
• Open Access
Multi-Format
• Plagiarism
Multi-Media
• Digital Collections
Licenses
• Ethical Use of Information
• Distance Education/Non Standard Users

Libraries
Author responsible for own work
Protect own copyright and not infringe others’

Ignorance is no defence
If breach copyright author liable
Librarian is not a legal expert
Librarian can be a copyright adviser

DIFFERENCE
Legal expert
• makes an informed decision based on the law
• Answers questions and capable of defending in court
Library Copyright Advisor
• Engages in a conversation around copyright
• provides examples of best practice
• Is part of institutional team
• Avails of external knowledge pool

Promotion and Communication
Pre-requisites
Knowledge of copyright law (read the Guide!)
Be aware and promote ICLA License
Knowledge of Publishers Agreements/Licensing

Knowledge of Creative Commons Licenses
Ethical Use of information

First Steps
Create awareness around copyright
• Build it into training programs/digital literacy
• Online textual guides (libguide template)/updated
• Printed material
• Road Shows/Seminars
Work with stakeholders
Plug into experts in own organisation

ALWAYS
Be conscious of “copyright anxiety”
Conul Regulatory Group (updated Guide, Compile FAQS)

Examples of best practice
Remember English law is not Irish Law!
Find a support group
Avail of training

